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Abstract
In contrast to established fields, such as
accounting or medicine, where curricula are
relatively standardized, Information Systems
curriculum has traditionally been slow to respond to
industry needs, generic in nature and has served as a
guideline rather than an authoritative truth. This is
amplified by the field constantly engaging in debates
about its intellectual boundaries, identity and core
focus. This debate has perpetuated as the field
constantly changes its identity in response to rapid
and often turbulent technological advances. This
vastness causes inconsistent focus and different
prioritization across geographic regions, academic
institutions and industry entities. This research is
concerned with how the nature of the field affects
Information Systems students and graduates, and
seeks to investigate how students can contend both
with the vastness of the subject matter and the lack of
authoritarian
guidelines.
The
existential
characteristic of psychological ownership and a
desire to independently investigate the truth is
presented as a possible philosophy that can be
instilled in students to help them contend with the
nature of the field.

1. Introduction
There are different perceptions to which one is
exposed when examining literature about the history
and origins of the Information Systems (IS) field.
Hart [22] stated that the IS field was established
because advancements in computing technology
meant that computers and processing of data became
more integrated and useful as tools in business
disciplines. Whilst some concur with this
perspective, some observe that the field has a lack of
history as it discards its identity in line with
technological advancement and new technological
capabilities [24]. This lack of history and change in
identity has caused ongoing debate about the
definition of the field as well as inconsistent
perspectives as to what constitutes its central focus
[5, 9, 24, 28]. These debates have been persistent
since the field’s inception [28] and have resulted in
the consensus that diversity is a defining
characteristic of the field [2]. There has been an
abundance of research arguing that academia has a
difficult time, in keeping up with the rate of
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technological change [32] thereby creating a gap
between graduate skills and industry needs [25].
Whilst literature identifies gaps between academic
output and industry needs [5, 21, 24], there is limited
research into how students have or should overcome
the challenge of moving out of academia into
industry. Our previous focus when reporting on this
research was presented at IIEC 2015 titled The
Existential Journey for Information Systems Students
was concerned with the needs of IS students. How
they develop in university and how, by overcoming
the gap between academia and industry, they can
become effective practitioners in industry. A
framework identifying the existential characteristics
of Psychological Ownership, being exposed to
Reality and Reflection was presented as crucial tools
in contending with the nature of the field. This paper
focuses more specifically on the element of
Psychological Ownership and provides a deeper
analysis on its value and importance in creating
students who can contend with the lack of truth in
the field; creating students who are independent
investigators of truth. Such students could be thought
of those who, by possessing the existential
characteristic of Psychological Ownership, take
responsibility for learning and strive to be selfreflective and self-corrective, seeking to advance and
grow in ways that are autonomous, self-sustained
and self-governed [5]. In this endeavor the learner
will form an identity based on their own experiences
of different perspectives in the field.

2. Challenges in Academia
In examining the unique nature of the field it is
important to examine the challenges faced by the
academic entities in the field. Three such challenges
were identified.

2.1. Existence and Enrollment Crisis
The IS field is comprised by many constituent
parts with conflicting fluid ideologies. This lack of a
core identity is demonstrated and compounded by a
vast array of names, 21, with which IS departments
identify themselves [40]. The identity crisis, leads to
difficulty for academic departments to draw
comparisons with each other thereby causing
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universities to question the need for IS departments
and Deans holding the ‘disturbing belief’ that the
field is losing relevance [24]. It is highlighted that
some IS-related subjects were combined with other
subjects such as marketing and e-business [39].
There is evidence that the identity crisis in the field
and a lack of understanding of its nature have caused
enrolments in IS courses to decline [24] and the
relevance of IS courses to be brought into question
[10]. March and Niederman [33] suggest that the
identity crisis, the lack of standardization and
uncertainty about the future or nature of the field can
lead to students being hesitant to enroll.

2.2. Keeping up with Industry Needs
While there are many research-led universities, it
is reasonable to expect that students expect “their
degrees to qualify them for a career in the discipline”
[4]. If one holds the view that academic institutions
exist to prepare students for industry a difficult
challenge is placed on academic institutions and
learners, not only in needing to be agile in keeping
up with current technological trends and industry
needs [25], but in deciding which technological
trends and industry needs to keep up with. Educators
need to therefore constantly correct and adapt to
changing needs of the employers in industry [25]. In
order to contend with the rapidly changing needs,
there are those who believe that links to industry are
essential in meeting real-world demands. Some feel
that joint ventures, between academia and industry
are critical in facilitating some form of cohesion
between theory and practice [31]. Others, identify a
disconnection between academic research and its use
in industry [23] and argue a persistent “gap between
what industry wants characteristically in IS
personnel and what academia provides them” [21].

2.3. Differentiated Curriculum
The accounting field provides a good contrast to
IS in terms of curriculum development and delivery.
Whilst the identity of the Information Systems field
is debated, the accounting field which is firmly
established, is governed by regulation bodies and
GAAP. These provide an audited and legally
regulated basis for firms and practitioners to operate
with and refer to. In contrast the dynamic and
complex environment of the IS field means that “no
single IS curriculum can possibly achieve all of
industry’s requirements” [21]. A “one-size-fits-all”
or a “one-size-fits-most” approach is not appropriate.
Technological advances require IS curricula to be
constantly re-evaluated [39]. The IS field does not
have the luxury of authoritarian bodies or figures, but
rather contains an eclectic collective of associations
and journals which provide guidelines on curriculum
development and application. Dahlbom [9] identified
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four eras in the history of the field in which hardware
capabilities evolved and the field therefore changed
focus. Hirschheim and Klein [24] identified each of
the phases as a “discarding of an identity in search of
another.” If one were to hold the view that curricula
should be adaptive and responsive to changes in
industry needs and technological capabilities, one
could argue that the fact that only three revisions to
IS curriculum have been produced in the last two
decades, is inadequate. IS2010 is the latest
curriculum developed by the Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Association
for Information Systems (AIS). It is the first and last
major revision to IS curriculum guidelines since
2002. The IS2010 curriculum guidelines document
acknowledges that its predecessor, IS2002 focused
too narrowly on the business domain and
acknowledges that there is an inability to apply IS
curriculum globally and consistently. IS2010
encourages the use of elective subjects to guide
application to as many possible relevant domains.
This implies that the focus of the field is becoming
wider and the potential for more identity issues is
increasing. The guidelines appear to have become
less regulated leaving more room for academic
institutions to interpret and apply curriculum
diversely and inconsistently. In addition to the
narrow focus on the business domain, the IS2010
guidelines also acknowledge another shortfall of its
predecessor; that traditional curriculum development
has been too narrowly focused on North American
business schools, and that flexibility of curriculum is
necessary to allow for application and adoption of
guidelines into differing educational contexts. While
many see IT as a ‘Great Globaliser,’ “IT education
has not converged to some worldwide standard”
[16]. In addition to there being a difference in the
developing and developed world, it is suggested that
universities should consider the regional area as well
as the institutional objectives in structuring
curriculum [4].
A very clear example of differing curricula
between the developing and developed world, in
comparing the curriculum applied in India with that
applied in the United States of America. The United
States of America can be identified as being more
liberal and more focused on social factors and social
issues around IS. Factors such as assurance, security
and human computer interaction, were more
prominent in the American curriculum. These same
factors were non-existent in the Indian IT
curriculum, which was more focuses on technical
factors such as mathematics and thermodynamics,
for example [16].
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3. Possible effects on Students
The challenged faced by Academia may cause
potential challenges for a student. Literature was
examined and three such challenges were identified.

3.1. Enrollment Hesitation or Anxiety
Should a student wish to study IS, the task of
choosing a university would be complicated due to
inconsistencies in interpretation and application of
curricula and the choice of electives. This could
have far-reaching consequences in shaping potential
career paths. At this level students are not necessarily
equipped to interpret the conflicting ideologies
within the field and make value judgements.

3.2. Choosing a Role
In addition to universities taking differing
approaches and placing emphasis/focus on different
areas, many relevant roles and factors become
apparent. Four categories of skills relevant to the IS
field: ‘Soft’, ‘Business’, ‘Technical’ and ‘Green’ can
be identified. The latter being unique to the study
and concerned with the sustainability of IT and an
awareness of its effects on the environment [37].
These categories contained a total of 84 different
skills relevant to the field. With such a wide area of
intellectual territory, the field is regarded as “one of
the most dynamic fields that has ever existed” [7].
This means that career paths are no longer
predictable and would require different knowledge
and skills as their careers progress [32]. In contrast to
the accounting and medical fields, the IS student has
the pressure of making potentially career defining
decisions about specialization during or even before
the start of their undergraduate studies. These
decisions are often uninformed.

3.3. A lack of truth
The results of these differing applications, areas
of focus and ideologies in the field could lead one to
argue that the field does not contain any ultimate
truth. Curricula guidelines are applied differently in
differing environments with there being a need for
academic institutions to apply institutional, regional
objectives and political and legal needs in structuring
curricula [4]. In developing IS2002 it was stated that
their model curriculum should “guide but not
prescribe” [20]. Curricula must “adapt to its own
needs, circumstances and characteristics” and it must
“reflect the needs of the community it directly
serves” [4]. In addition, it must cater for a “dominant
technology, industry or employer” by tailoring
curricula for that environment [4]. Whilst it is
possible to create awareness of different perspectives
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or areas of focus, it is unlikely that any academic
institution could possibly coherently cover all areas
and roles to a sufficient level of depth, and therefore
would prioritize and guide the learner towards a
subjective standard. Propagating “best practices” or
“one best way” is almost criminal [8]. The IS field is
thus one that is not ruled by one truth, but is rather
characterized by practitioners independently
embarking on a search for finding the truth for a
particular situation. Knowledge is perspectival and
that any theories of reality or truth are “organically
embedded in our culture and hence conditioned by
our point of view” [35]. Should students be guided to
a subjective standard (which is a form of limited
truth) based on the ideologies and priorities of a
single academic institution, there would be differing
subjective standards that define IS competency and
therefore a lack of truth in defining competency.
Accounting students, for example, who would be
entering an industry governed by established best
practices and regulation bodies, the IS student will be
learning a standard or best practice relevant to a
certain institution or area. These students will be
operating in completely different psychological mind
sets by having to establish their own truth based on
circumstance. It can be generally accepted that
effective learning must be self-directed, selfinternalized and self-monitored [1]. Traditional
education in which a generic student was viewed as a
recipient, like a jug, into which knowledge and facts
were poured, is inoperable. IS practitioners need to
acquire lifelong learning skills in order to contend
with the messy, nonlinear and ill-defined problems
that are the hallmark of changing workplace
demands [30]. IS learners must be self-reflective and
self-corrective seeking to advance and grow in ways
that are autonomous, self-sustained and selfgoverned [5]. An attitude of existentialism or
lifelong learning is similar to the attitude of
‘autodidaxy,’ which can be described as the ability to
teach oneself by having a sense of personal control in
one’s learning by “creating a climate of self-direction
and inquiry” [6], could be considered a valuable
attribute to contend with the nature of the IS field.

4. The Value of Existentialism
From the previous section it is clear that the
challenges faced by academia and students lead to
their being a lack of IS truth. It is argued that an
attitude of existentialism is necessary to contend with
the nature of the field.

4.1. Defining Existentialism
The existential characteristic can be attributed to
people who have their attention directed towards
their own nature [19]. They will recognize that their
talents, inclinations and passions are within their
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power to cultivate. They take responsibility for
themselves rather than treating their nature as
unalterable. This involves development of selfknowledge beyond mere contemplation, and rather
reflecting on oneself. Those with a strong sense of
existentialism consider themselves as independent
entities who look inward for ultimate responsibility
and accountability. They recognize the value of
individuality and through interaction, reflection and
action based on their own standards and wills, seek
to advance.

5. Crucial Existential Characteristics

4.2. The Existential Path

5.1. The Elements

The existential characteristic is essential in
contending with the lack of truth and the multitude of
ideologies in the field. Rather than allowing an
external factor, such as the ideology of a single
institution, region or company; to shape them,
existential IS learners must direct their attention to
their own nature and seek to explore the complexities
of the field and align their efforts and interests with
constituencies that share their standards and wills.
The characteristic of existentialism causes a person
to throw themselves into an activity with “passionate
involvement” [12]. The learner is no longer satisfied
with being a passive recipient of information, but
rather seeks to break that information down for
serious purposes, through conscious and deliberate
alignment to certain perspectives and with
commitment to involved action [12]. This involves
the learner taking the initiative to learn for “one’s
own sake” or one’s “own account for the sake of the
satisfaction it yields” [41]. Through making
commitments and seeing perspectives the learner
will be able to distinguish the relevance of various
sources of information. In addition, the commitment
to a certain perspective may allow the learner to feel
a sense of identity based on the commitments they
have made.
Such initiatives will require motivation as it is
“unlikely that students will immediately or without
provocation assume responsibility for the learning
environment. The commitment of apprenticeship will
enable learners to feed off an expert’s “vast
repertoire of situational discriminations” [11]. There
is a need to work under different experts in order to
avoid cloning and to help the learner move out into
mastery and develop their own sense of style [11].
Rather than becoming an advocate for a single truth,
the learner will gain an understanding of the true
nature of IS thereby recognizing the relativity and
fluidity of IS truth. The learner would make a
commitment to the adventurous journey in a field
where there is an ever-pressing need to
independently investigate the truth with a subjective
interpretive approach to dynamically defining truth
for a particular circumstance.

Psychological Ownership can be described as
learners the act of taking ownership of one
development by self-driven actions [36]. Whilst there
is need for one to be self-driven it can be argued that
actions are rarely effective in solitude and must arise
from a real situation [36]. Therefore a need for
Reality, and being involved in real situations, results
in learners being more in touch with their feelings
and more aware of the limitations of their abilities
[36]. In addition a third element, that of Reflection,
can be defined as the action of critically analyzing
one’s past experiences and adjusting one’s identity
and approach to problems for future tasks [36].
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The concept of existentialism, as a means of
contending with the lack of truth in the field, is
generic and abstract. Three explicit existential
characteristics of Psychological Ownership, a need
for Reality and a need for Reflection can be
identified and used as a framework [36]. Each
element of the framework is presented followed by
an overview. The element of Psychological
Ownership is then discussed further.

5.2. The Framework
Figure 1 demonstrates that there is a cyclical
relationship between Psychological Ownership,
Reality
and
Reflection.
Learners
taking
Psychological Ownership over their development
could serve as provocation to move out of a passive
mindset. This Psychological Ownership can be
“instilled by” having real projects and real
consequences [6, 35]. Having Psychological
Ownership of one’s development can lead to learners
gaining a desire to seek, or “create desire for” real
circumstances and consequences, thereby forcing the
learner out of their comfort zones and searching for
situations from which to learn themselves out [26,
35]

Figure 1. Own, Do and Reflect
In addition to the relationship between
Psychological Ownership and Reality, by having had
real experiences, the learner would have been
emotionally involved in the task and would therefore
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have felt the elation of success as well as the
disappointment of failure. The result of such
interactions and emotions would lead to the learner
having the reservoir, or arsenal, of past experiences
necessary to reflect on and help them grow. The act
of Reflection is “driven by” the learner having had
real experiences [26]. In addition, it was argued that
the act of Reflection can “enhance” Psychological
Ownership by allowing the learner to critically
reflect on the different experiences they may have
had and avoid being transfixed on a particular
perspective or view [35]. Having experiences results
in material to reflect on, which then enhances the
learner’s Psychological Ownership and creates more
desire for real experiences. In practical terms, this is
the process a learner may face, doing multiple
projects, in an existential journey through an
academic institution. The university could ‘provoke’
learners by making them choose and commit to a real
social context. The cyclical relationship between
these existential categories was confirmed by
analysis of the relationship between the categories.
All respondents referenced the “provocation” of their
third and fourth year projects as central to their
development. As a result of the real nature of the
project, the learners took ownership and developed
themselves. One respondent, in describing the move
from third year to fourth year, supported the notion
that having completed the project gave the learners
material to reflect on by being able to inspect and
adapt and gain an understanding of one’s ability by
understanding where the pain points are going to be.
Through being honest enough with yourself and
being retrospective in admission of areas of failure,
one builds actions that prevent themselves from
repeating mistakes in the future. By being exposed to
the real consequences of the third-year project, the
learners experienced emotions and feelings that lead
to their taking ownership by being honest enough
with themselves, being retrospective through
reflection, and changing their approach in the second
experience. Reflecting on a real experience was
identified as a huge part in honing skills because it
allowed one to learn from your mistakes and from
other people’s mistakes. Through this reflection and
discussion with other people one reflects and adjusts
their approach by finding out what would they do
differently next time by taking advice, and ensuring
that in a different situation mistakes are not repeated.
In addition, it was argued that being exposed to real
situations and taking ownership, one recognizes the
need to reflect and change with each project that
comes along.

5.3. Psychological Ownership
The existential characteristic of psychological
ownership can be described as a learner taking
responsibility for their learning and seeking to apply
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knowledge to personally relevant problems [14].
Learners must move away from a mind-set that they
are “empty vessels” [35] or metaphorical jugs, or
recipients who need to be filled with knowledge [1].
Rather, literature calls for learners to be selfreflective and self-corrective, seeking to advance
and grow in ways that are autonomous, selfsustained and self-governed [5]. This would involve
their taking ownership or control of their own
learning endeavor and seeking an independent, selfmotivated journey of development [6]. Jordi [26]
speaks of “intentional” actions that would result in
“stretching” one’s own experiences forward. This
involves learners being autonomous, reliable in their
sense of self awareness, and being more inclined to
accept their actions as their own responsibilities
[35]. Such intentional actions could involve putting
oneself in work situations where learning that is “a
by-product of some other activity, and may happen
unconsciously or incidentally” [13] can occur. In the
presence of a lack of globally applicable curriculum,
many authors stress the need for learners to make
commitments to certain real-world situations [22,
39]. Furthermore, it is argued that a learner-centered
or learner-driven approach will result in more
engagement with the material [15]. In these
approaches learners will seek to “make sense of
ideas for themselves”, thereby allowing learners to
shape an understanding based around transforming
information into “personal meaning” based on their
own talents, inclinations and wills [12]. This is
essential as “learning approaches are not set traits,
but are chosen anew for every task” [18]. Upon
testing this theory, students who were accustomed to
independent learning provided more strategic
solutions when faced with problems [15].
Transparent collaboration, rather than authoritarian
dictation, in apprenticeships can lead to learners
taking responsibility for themselves [34].

6. Research Design
6.1. Research Purpose
The purpose of this research is to examine the
experiences of Alumni and their journey from
undergraduate students to practitioners in industry. In
doing so, interventions that helped them in their
development can be identified which could lead to
further insight into how students can be equipped to
contend with the challenges of the field. In this
endeavor
the
theoretical
framework
(of
psychological ownership, reality and reflection) was
tested in order to gain insight into how best to equip
learners to perform well in academia and
subsequently make a smooth transition to industry.
Having presented this research the researchers
sought to further discuss the importance of
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Psychological Ownership in contending with the
nature of the field.

6.2. Research Sample and Philosophy
The interpretive philosophy is often associated
with case study research. Interpretive philosophy is
described as a philosophy which values analysis of
unique circumstances and is highly suspicious of any
claim that studies of human behavior can be
culturally independent [29]. Therefore each instance
of interpretive research can be treated as a “unique
historical occurrence” [29]. This research could be
considered a “unique historical occurrence” as it is a
case study limited to a qualitative analysis of the
reflective accounts (expressed in semi-structured
interviews and e-mail questionnaires) of the
experiences of IS graduates from the University of
Cape Town and Graduate Recruitment Officers. For
ethical reasons the caliber (i.e. factors such as the
historical academic performance, role in industry or
perceived success) of participants was not screened
and no willing interviewees were excluded from the
sample. It also examines the accounts of Graduate
Recruitment Officers who have over two years’
experience in hiring graduates. Although this study
encompasses 5 years of graduates (44 in total), the
data collection was conducted in 2012 and in 2014. It
sought to gain insight from practitioners with
differing levels of experiences and exposure to
industry, as well as from those Graduate Recruitment
Officers (six in total) responsible for hiring them.
Therefore the study can be thought of as crosssectional as opposed to longitudinal.

6.3. Data Treatment
After the interviews were conducted, the audio
files were personally transcribed and proof read by
the researcher in order to allow for deeper
understanding and reflection on the accounts of the
Alumni. Responses were organized and coded by
their relevance to elements of the theoretical
framework induced from literature. The combination
of both graduates and Graduate Recruitment
Officers, provided another perspective, an engaging
observer’s perspective on graduate readiness and
adaptation to industry. In analyzing the data
generated from the interviews, the researcher used
deductive analysis. A thematic analysis was
conducted as the data was qualitative and an
interpretive philosophy was used. Successful
confirmation of the theory would involve graduates
expressing existential interventions as being central
tools in their development.
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7. Findings
Having completed the interviews and the
deductive analysis, the researchers found evidence to
support the existential framework presented in
section 5. The findings for the element of
Psychological Ownership is now discussed.

7.1. The Existential Path
In analyzing the results, support for
psychological ownership could be identified by
students expressing the need for them to take
ownership of their development. The key words
identified were ‘Self,’ ‘Improve,’ ‘Investigate’ and
‘Jump In.’ Of the 44 respondents, 32 (72.73%), made
44 statements that highlighted Psychological
Ownership as a necessary characteristic in their
development. The most explicit indication of a link
between Psychological Ownership and effective
learning can be found where the respondent
described a responsibility as sort of my baby and
indicated that she had learned a lot through that.
Echoing this sentiment, one respondent stated that
being given responsibility made him feel important
and that lead to his willingness to put in extra effort.
The responses indicated that self-learning is a core
value necessary for development of competence.
This concurs with the sentiment [26] that learning
should be intentional and attempt at stretching one’s
experiences forward. In essence you can talk about it
as much as you want but unless a learner takes the
initiative to actually go and intentionally place
themselves in situations that stretch their
experiences. A learner needs to have that personality
trait, that characteristic of being willing to also work
on things and investigate and work things out. Many
respondents highlighted their third-year project as a
defining moment as it was the first instance where
the project was owned by the student. Some
described this as a great experience as they were
creating something for themselves. The students felt
that doing the whole thing from scratch and doing it
all ourselves was the main thing that shaped their
careers. The unstructured nature of the project meant
that learners had to unleash the power of
unstructured and creative thinking and that there
isn't a written solution which required their having to
work things out and fend for themselves. Part of this
experience involves deciding on which area to focus
on and many argued that people function better when
they are working on their passions as opposed to just
being made to work on things that they are seen as
good at. A student concurred with this sentiment
very sternly. His passion for cycling, allowed him to
create and own a cycling website. He regarded this
as a key experience in his development. The
evidence from the Graduate Recruitment Officer
accounts concurs with the perspective that having
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autonomy and freedom to manage one’s own work
results in people becoming more excited to work on
their own material. One respondent argued it was
part of human nature to be more excited about one’s
own ideas. Of the six companies approached, all
offered ownership of work to employees (four
formally) and indicated that this helped with
motivation. Two companies went further and
indicated that work done in free time and driven by
an employee initiative, resulted in useful application
as the work would go into production.

7.2. Differentiated Curriculum
As discussed in sections 2 and 3, the nature of the
field and its lack of truth causes difficulty in
Academia keeping up with industry needs and the
need to have differentiated curriculum that considers
regional and institutional needs and objectives. The
findings indicated that learners grew by moving
beyond curriculum. One student remarked that if we
had not gone out and taught ourselves what we had
needed for our project, we would not have been in
any way qualified to start in industry. There was
support for the notion that taking psychological
ownership by having to go out, find a client,
someone to work for, getting business requirements
from them resulted in learners prioritizing elements
they felt were personally relevant. Curriculum
serving as guidelines rather than prescribe best
practices and having reduced facilitation, identified
as crucial to deep learning [18], led to learners
having to mostly self-teach themselves through a
huge learning curve. This sentiment carried through
to industry where the need to learn to manage one’s
self was emphasized. In support of this sentiment,
findings from the Graduate Recruitment Officers
indicated that graduates were rarely self-starters and
needed direction; but they asked to be thrown in the
deep end and tended to respond well to this and felt
held back when they were not in control of their
development. Although in the interviews there were
evidences of respondents blaming circumstance and
external factors for some of their failures when asked
about reflection, all respondents felt the need to
adjust their own approaches and question their own
assumptions. The responses contained 49, 35 and 23
counts of the pronouns “I”, “you” and “we”
respectively. In addition, only four of the responses
contained reflective practices being triggered from
external sources, such as SCRUM, feedback
meetings, peer reviews or performance appraisals.
This indicates support for the notion that one
requires psychological ownership to recognize that
reflection is one’s own responsibility. This results in
their desire to inspect and adapt and ponder what did
I do wrong, what did I do right? Thereby adjusting
their approaches in order to give a richer
understanding of what is necessary.
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8. Conclusion
This research paper discussed the challenges the
nature of the IS field may place on IS students. As
emphasized: real-world problems “do not present
themselves as givens” [38]. The fluid, ever changing
and diverse nature of the IS field has been a defining
characteristic throughout its history. Perhaps, in
seeking to participate in this field, one should not
seek a standard and blindly conform to it. Rather,
those who seek to become IS practitioners should
take Psychological Ownership by making a
commitment, with bold intellectual reach [27], to
independently investigating the truth of each
circumstance thereby partaking in an adventurous
journey of growing with the IS field. One should
seek a “climate of self-direction and inquiry” [6],
thereby making a commitment to arm oneself with
the existential characteristics necessary to change
oneself, through inspecting and adapting to different
circumstances and different conditions. Each
situation would involve a subjective interpretive
approach to dynamically defining truth and represent
milestones on an existential journey toward
competence. Ample evidence was presented to
suggest that students took more interest in studies
when the work they were required to complete had
personal relevance. Ample evidence, was presented
to suggest that learners needed to take Psychological
Ownership by taking intentional actions to place
themselves in situations where they would move
beyond curriculum guidelines.
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